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ABSTRACT

The Chandra Low Energy Transmission Grating Spe trometer (LETGS) is omprised of 3 mi ro- hannel plate
(MCP) segments and is primarily used with the High Resolution Camera spe tros opi array (HRC-S). In- ight
alibration data observed with the LETG+HRC-S show that there are non-linear deviations in the positions
of some lines by as mu h as 0.1 
A. These deviations are thought to be aused by spatial non-linearities in
the imaging hara teristi s of the HRC-S dete tor. Here, we present the methods we used to hara terize the
non-linearities of the dispersion relation a ross the entral plate of the HRC-S, and empiri al orre tions whi h
greatly redu e the observed non-linearities by a fa tor of 2 or more on the entral MCP.
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1. INTRODUCTION

There are two transmission gratings onboard the Chandra X-ray Observatory|the High Energy Transmission
Grating (HETG) and the Low Energy Transmission Grating (LETG). The Low Energy Transmission Grating
Spe trometer (LETGS) (Brinkman et al. 2000) onsists of the LETG and the High Resolution Mirror Assembly
(HRMA) and one of two fo al-plane imaging dete tors. The LETG is primarily used with the High Resolution
Camera spe tros opi array (HRC-S). The LETG+HRC-S overs the wavelength range of 1.2 to 170 
A in the
positive and negative orders, with a dispersion of 1.148 
A/mm.
In an earlier paper (Chung et al. 2004) we des ribed problems with the observed dispersion relation, as
dis overed from in- ight alibration data. Data showed that the outer HRC-S plates required a larger value of
the Rowland diameter than what was needed for the entral plate. In addition, systemati non-linear deviations
of up to 0.05 
A in the positions of many spe tral lines a ross all three HRC-S plates were observed, as ompared
to a urate theoreti al or laboratory wavelengths. In this paper, we will dis uss further improvements to the
dispersion relation of the LETG+HRC-S ombination.
Errors in the dispersion relation of up to 0.05 
A an be quite signi ant to the interpretation of data. Nonlinearities in the dispersion relation not only limit the a ura y of the determination of the entroid of a line,
but also broaden the observed line pro les. At a wavelength of 150 
A, an error of 0.05 
A orresponds to a
velo ity of 100 km s 1 , whi h is typi al of non-thermal motions in astrophysi al sour es su h as stellar oronae
and is similar to the equatorial velo ities of rapidly rotating X-ray bright stars su h as AB Dor (S hmitt et al.
1997).
In the limit of perfe t imaging hara teristi s, the a ura y of the determination of the entroid of a narrow
(ie at or lose to the instrumental width) spe tral line is in prin iple limited only by signal-to-noise ratio. For
many spe tral lines seen in astrophysi al sour es, suÆ ient ounts are a quired that this limit is mu h smaller
than 0.05 
A. Moreover, the instrument appears stable with a drift over the period of a given astrophysi al
observation (typi ally about 100 ks) of only 0.01 
A or less. We are therefore strongly motivated to improve the
dominant sour e of wavelength error. We demonstrate below that this originates in the imaging system, the
HRC-S mi ro hannel plate dete tor.
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First we des ribe the observations whi h were used in our study of the LETG dispersion relation, then we
dis uss our methods of analysis to probe the imaging distortions and apply empiri al orre tions to the data.
Finally, we dis uss the improvements that have been made with our empiri al orre tions, as well as future
plans to further improve the non-linearities of the dispersion relation.
2. OBSERVATIONS

Observations used for the analyses des ribed in this paper are listed in Table 1. Standard Chandra Intera tive Analysis of Observations (CIAO) pipeline-pro essed data were downloaded from the Chandra publi data
ar hive.
Table 1.

Observations used in our analyses.

Target Name ObsID Exposure [ks℄
Start Date
o set [ar min℄
Aur
1248
85.23
1999 Nov 9 13:27:21
0
Aur
2582
28.83
2002 O t 4 23:57:53
-1.5
Aur
3479
30.38
2002 O t 6 10:01:58
1.5
V4743 Sgr
3775
25.07
2003 Mar 19 09:29:09
0
The data listed in Table 1 have all been uniformly repro essed following the CIAO thread on LETG+HRC-S
grating analysis y In addition to applying the standard grating analysis CIAO thread, we have also in luded a
orre tion that removes the onstant wavelength o set observed between the entral and outer HRC-S plates.
This o set is due to errors in the e e tive gap sizes between the mi ro- hannel plates in the software model
(Chung et al. 2004). Our orre tion has sin e been in orporated into the CIAO software system.
All of the data utilized in our analyses were observed with Normal Mode Pointing (NMP). For observations
made with NMP, the Chandra teles ope dithers in a Lissajous pattern, whi h distributes the photons a ross
multiple dete tor elements. The amplitude of the dither is 40  40 ar se onds, whi h spans approximately 300
HRC-S pixels (6.43 m square) in both the dispersion and ross-dispersion dire tions. We an take advantage
of the dither pattern in order to ompare the non-linearities of the dispersion relation at di erent lo ations on
the dete tor.
The primary sour e that was used in our analyses was Aur (Capella). Capella is an evolved a tive binary
with an emission line spe trum omprised of many bright and narrow lines arising from transitions in highly
ionised astrophysi ally abundant elements (e.g. O, Ne, Mg, Si, S, Fe et ), mostly in the range 5-25 
A, but
also in luding a handful of useful features at longer wavelengths. It is the brightest obje t of this lass in the
X-ray sky and is therefore a good target for our alibration analyses whi h involve ross- orrelating spe tra
and omparing the positions of narrow lines with a urately known theoreti al or laboratory wavelengths. Two
of the Capella observations used in our analyses have aimpoints whi h are o -set along the dispersion axis by
1:5 ar minutes. These o -set observations allow us to probe the HRC-S imaging distortions along a greater
range of the dispersion axis be ause they pla e bright, strong lines on di erent dete tor lo ations. We also
used data from a bright nova, V4743 Sagittarii, to test whether the wavelength orre tions we derived from
Capella improve the non-linearities of the dispersion relation observed in sour es other than Capella. V4743
_
Sgr exhibits a omplex and ri h absorption line spe trum in the range of 20 to 50 
AWhile
the individual lines
of the V4743 Sgr spe trum are not so useful for determining line entroids and omparing them to absolute line
wavelengths, the spe trum of this bright nova is quite good for analysis with the ross- orrelation te hnique
des ribed in se tion 3.3.1 below.
 http://as
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Figure 1. The dispersion relation of Capella Obsid 1248, for standard pro essed data (after adjustment of plate gap
sizes in the software model). The dashed line indi ates the error-weighted mean of the di eren e between the observed
and referen e line wavelengths for data on ea h of the three HRC-S plates. Note that the error-weighted means are
signi antly o -set from zero be ause of the non-linearities of the dispersion relation.

3. ANALYSIS
3.1. Dispersion Relation

The dispersion relation of the LETGS is alibrated and monitored through observations of osmi sour es
with well-understood emission features. In prin iple, there is only one variable to alibrate: the spe trograph
Rowland diameter. This an be obtained by the standard grating equation and the omparison of the positions
of observed features with their theoreti al or laboratory wavelengths.
The HRC-S dete tor (Zombe k et al.1995) is a CsI oated mi ro hannel plate design with approximate
dimensions 300  20 mm, where the long axis orresponds to the dispersion axis. The HRC-S is split into three
mi ro hannel plate segments, ea h approximately 100 mm long. Soon after laun h, it was dis overed that the
Rowland diameter derived from the observed spe tral features on the outer HRC-S plates is slightly larger by
0.05% than the Rowland diameter derived from data on the entral plate (  0
A). It was later revealed that
this was due to numeri al errors in pro essing software (Chung et al. 2004).
The dispersion relation also showed a signi ant onstant wavelength o set between the entral and outer
plates of the dete tor. This wavelength dis ontinuity was attributed to errors in the e e tive sizes of the gaps
between mi ro hannel plates. A orre tion was applied to all our data by enlarging the plate gaps between the
entral and outer plates by 8.7 and 3.8 pixels (S1 and S3 plates, respe tively).
Figure 1 shows the dispersion relation for Capella data whi h has been repro essed with the enlarged plate
gaps. (See Chung et al. 2004 for dispersion relation of data before plate gaps were enlarged). Although there
are prominent non-linearities, the RMS a ross the entire wavelength range shown is only 0.014 
A. The RMS
a ross just the entral plate is 0.012 
A. Note the non-linear residuals between the measured line wavelengths
and the theoreti al or laboratory wavelengths.
3.2. Spe tral lines trailed by spa e raft dither

One very dire t way to hara terize the non-linearities of the dispersion relation is to look at the photon events
of a bright line in a oordinate system de ned by the observed line wavelength, , and the dispersion axis of
the dete tor, referred to as tdety in the Chandra oordinate system. Figure 2 shows the event list data of
Capella (ObsID 1248) in  versus tdety spa e. The horizontal width that the photons span a ross tdety is

Event list data of Fe XVII emission line from Capella ObsID 1248, negative order, in  versus tdety oordinates, for standard pro essed data. Note that the photon events wobble a ross the dete tor non-linearly.

Figure 2.

approximately 300 pixels, whi h is determined by the size of the dither pattern proje ted onto the tdety axis.
The photon events of the Fe XVII emission line shown in this gure \wobble" a ross the dete tor in a very
non-linear fashion. We an a tually see the spatial non-linearities of the dete tor by looking at data in this way.
If the dispersion relation were perfe tly at, the photons in Figure 2 would line up in a horizontal straight line
a ross tdety.
We an then map out the non-linearities of the dispersion relation along the dispersion axis by determining
the wavelength entroid of events as a fun tion of tdety. To do this, photon events for ea h spe tral line are
split up into bins of tdety and histograms are omputed for ea h bin as a fun tion of wavelength. The number
of tdety bins are varied for ea h line so as to maintain an approximately onstant S/N ratio for data in all
bins. Modi ed Lorentzian fun tions of the form F () = a=(1 +  0 ) are then t to these histograms in order
to obtain the observed wavelength entroids (Figure 2), where a is the amplitude and is a hara teristi line
width, with a value of 2.5 for . The modi ed Lorentzian fun tion with a value of 2.5 for has been shown to
provide a good mat h to LETG+HRC-S line pro les (Drake et al. 2003). In this way, we map out the observed
line wavelengths as a fun tion of tdety. Comparison of these wavelengths with the line referen e wavelengths
then yeilds the dete tor distortion as a fun tion of tdety. The nal aim is to ombine these distortions for a
number of lines in order to map them out over as large an area of the dete tor as possible.
The drawba k to this analysis is that it only works for relatively strong emission lines for whi h there are
suÆ ient ounts to a urately measure the wavelength entroids as a fun tion of tdety. The area of the dete tor
over whi h we an realisti ally map out the distortions is therefore limited. While weaker lines an be useful,
they annot be split into ne tdety bins and therefore result in lower e e tive resolving power for mapping out
the dete tor distortions.
Figure 3 illustrates the di eren e between observed and theoreti al wavelengths as a fun tion of the dete tor
dispersion axis, tdety, as obtained from the analysis des ribed above. In bla k ir les we show results obtained
from Capella ObsID 1248, and in gray ir les we show the ombined results of ObsID 1248 and also the two
o -set Capella observations (ObsIDs 2582 and 3479). A spline is t through the data points and smoothed by
3 pixels. The smoothed splines are shown as the bla k and gray urves. Noti e that Figure 3 only shows a
wavelength range of 0-40
A. Although we do have a few wavelength entroids measured from lines on the outer
HRC-S plates, most of the strong lines fall on the entral plate. Therefore, in this paper we on entrate on
developing an empiri al orre tion for dispersion relation non-linearities on the entral plate only.

Measured minus referen e wavelengths as a fun tion of the dete tor dispersion axis tdety for the wavelength
. We t a spline to the data points ( ir les) and smoothed the spline by a few pixels. Results obtained
range of 0-40 A
from the analysis of Capella ObsID 1248 are shown in bla k, and those obtained from Capella ObsIDs 1248, and the
two o -set pointings (ObsIDs 2582 and 3479), are shown in gray. The bla k smoothed spline was used as the wavelength
orre tion for ObsID 1248, and the gray smoothed spline was used as the orre tion for ObsID 3775.

Figure 3.

The smoothed splines are used as an empiri al wavelength orre tion by simply subtra ting o the orre tion
from the observed wavelength of ea h photon event, based on its tdety lo ation.
3.3. Post-Corre tion

Figure 4 shows the original negative order event list data of Capella ObsID 1248 in gray and the orre ted data
in bla k. We an see there is a lear improvement in the non-linearity. The wavelength orre ted events are
now in a mu h straighter line a ross tdety and do not \wobble" as signi antly a ross the dispersion axis.
Figure 5 also shows line pro les for the negative order of the original data and the wavelength orre ted
data. The wavelength orre ted data show line pro les that are less broadened and have sharper peaks.
Figure 6 shows the dispersion relation for Capella data after it empiri al wavelength orre tions have been
applied. The dispersion relation on the entral plate shows signi ant improvement. Although there are still

Event list data of Fe XVII emission line from Capella ObsID 1248, negative order, in  versus tdety oordinates. In gray we show the original data, whi h has been arbitrarily o set in the verti al dire tion for sake of larity.
The photons of this emission line are dispersed non-linearly a ross the dete tor. In bla k we show the orre ted data,
whi h has now attened out and forms a straighter line a ross the dete tor.

Figure 4.

what appear to be systemati non-linearities in the dispersion relation of the entral plate, the RMS has
de reased from 0.012 
A to a mere 0.0045 
A, an improvement of nearly a fa tor of three.
3.3.1. Cross- orrelation

Another way we an hara terize the non-linearities of the dispersion relation is to ross- orrelate spe tra whi h
are extra ted from photon events that land on di erent areas of the dete tor. In order to extra t spe tra from
events that orrespond to di erent dete tor lo ations for a given wavelength, we split up the dither pattern into
four regions in the dispersion dire tion. We used time lters based on the observatory pointing aspe t telemetry
to split events by dither lo ation. The \dither-split" spe tra were then extra ted from these time- ltered event
lists by using the CIAO tool tgextra t. We then ross- orrelate spe tra that are extra ted from the event
lists of the middle two \dither-split" regions (ie, events of any given wavelength are separated by 75 pixels).
Cross- orrelation of these two spe tra provides a useful diagnosti in hara terizing the relative wavelength
shifts between di erent dete tor regions.
When ross- orrelating the two spe tra, we designate one spe trum as the `referen e', to whi h the se ond
spe trum is ompared. By shifting one spe trum relative to the referen e spe trum, and omputing a orrelation
oeÆ ient at ea h shift, we an determine at whi h wavelength di eren e Æ the two spe tra are best mat hed.
There are various ways of omputing su h a orrelation signal. In our ase, we have omputed the 2 value at
ea h shift:
(Cref () C2 ( + Æ))2
;       + 
(1)
2 =
ref ()2 + 2 ( + Æ)2
where Cref () and C2 ( + Æ) are the two spe tra being ompared, in the form of ounts/0.0125 
A, and ref ()
and 2 ( + Æ) are the respe tive errors. These quantities are then summed over a window region. The
parameter Æ represents the o set between the two spe tra at whi h the test statisti is omputed, and  is
the wavelength interval over whi h the spe tra are ompared. This last parameter needs to be suÆ iently large
that enough signal is in luded, but suÆ iently small so as to usefully probe the s ale size of the distortions.
Typi ally, we have adopted a value of 0.6 
A, and omputed 2 at intervals of 0.003 
A. We use the Gehrels
approximation to estimate the errors on the observed ounts in the spe tra.

X

Line pro les of standard pro essed Capella data (solid) versus line pro les of data with empiri al wavelength
orre tion applied (dashed), for negative (top) and positive (bottom) orders. In both plots, the data that have been
orre ted have narrower widths and sharper, more well-de ned peaks. Noti e that the wavelength entroids of these
pro les have also shifted.

Figure 5.

The dispersion relation of Capella Obsid 1248, after empiri al wavelength orre tions were applied. Errorweighted means for ea h MCP is indi ated by a dashed line. In omparison to Figure 1, the non-linearities of the data
on the entral plate have been signi antly redu ed.
Figure 6.

In order to obtain the un ertainty on the value of Æ that orresponds to the minimum 2 , we have utilized
a Monte-Carlo method in whi h we obtain random realizations of the spe tra C2 () N number of times, (where
N  10 20), and ross- orrelate the referen e spe trum with ea h of the randomized data sets. The 1
un ertainty on the magnitude of the distortion is then the standard deviation of the distribution of the minima
that is produ ed.
Figure 7 shows the results from the ross- orrelation analysis for the original data (bla k) and the wavelength orre ted data (gray), in the wavelength range of 0-40
A. The top panel of ea h plot shows the relative
distortions of Capella data (ObsID 1248), and the bottom panel shows relative distortions of the V4743 Sgr
data (ObsID 3775). The error bars for the Capella data tend to be smaller than those for the V4743 Sgr data
be ause Capella has higher S/N and sharper features. The relative distortions atten out signi antly on e the
empiri al wavelength orre tions have been applied. Although in a few pla es, the magnitude of the distortion
does get worse, there is a large overall improvement, parti ularly at the very short wavelengths 20
A.
4. FUTURE WORK

Although we have signi antly improved some of the observed non-linearities on the entral plate, the distortions
on the outer plates still need to be orre ted, as do those on some remaining parts of the entral plate la king
useful diagnosti in- ight data at this time. We await more data that will allow us to map out the distortions
in these dete tor regions and thereby implement a more omplete orre tion for the dispersion relation nonlinearities.
We are working to devise a method that will allow us to infer the distortions in dete tor regions where high
S/N lines are absent. This might be a omplished by utilizing information from the ross- orrelation analysis
(whi h provides information about the r elative distortions) and ombining this with the absolute distortions
obtained from entroiding high S/N lines along tdety.
The problem of dete tor imaging non-linearities is losely linked with the dete tor \degap" orre tion. The
HRC is a position-sensitive harge dete tor omprised of one axis of parallel wires, and another axis of gold
tra ks deposited on a erami subtra t (Murray et al. 1989). Every eighth wire or tra k is onne ted to a
harge-sensitive ampli er (also known as a \tap"). Charge loud positions resulting from photon events are
estimated by the distribution of harge seen by the nearest three taps. However, this \three tap algorithm"

Relative wavelength shifts obtained by ross- orrelating spe tra extra ted from di erent regions of the dete tor,
separated by 75 pixels. Results from standard pro essed data and wavelength orre ted data are shown in bla k and
gray, respe tively. In most areas of the dete tor, the ross- orrelation results of the orre ted data are signi antly atter
and loser to zero. Note that orre tions derived from Capella and applied to V4743 Sgr data also improve observed
non-linearities.
Figure 7.

leads to signal gaps in images half-way between taps. The \de-gap" orre tion adjusts the event positions to
ll in the gaps and is implemented in standard pro essing.
The HRC-S degap forms the topi of a related paper, where it is des ribed in detail (Kashyap et al. 2005).
Future work needs to onsider both the degap and wavelength non-linearities as oupled problems that are best
approa hed iteratively. In this way, wavelength non-linearities would be mapped out as des ribed here, then
applied to events used to determine the parameters entering into the degap orre tion. The revised degap map
would then be used in a new estimate of the wavelength distortions. Su h an iterative approa h is urrently
under development and will be reported in a future arti le.
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